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Invitation
Dear Colleagues,

Conference Series llc LTD., is delighted to welcome you to Hong Kong for the Prestigious 50th International 
Conference on Nursing and Primary Health Care. Nursing 2019 Hongkong will focus on “Current 
advancements in Nursing for better wellbeing”. We are confident that you will enjoy the Scientific Program 
of this upcoming Conference.

We look forward to see you at Hong Kong.
With Regards,

Nursing 2019 Hongkong
Operating Committee, Conference Series llc LTD. Conferences

https://nursing.annualcongress.com/ 
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Program Announcement
Venue
Hong Kong

Important Dates
Abstract submission opens: June 15, 2018
Registration opens: June 15, 2018
Early bird registration: August 17, 2018
On spot registration: March 23, 2019

Accommodation
A large number of rooms have been reserved. Discounted room rates for Nursing 2019 participants are proposed. Only 
reservations made through the Conference will benefit these rates. The Congress Centre can be easily reached by public 
transportation.

Exhibition and Sponsorship
An Exhibition will be held concurrently with the Conference. The coffee break and lunch areas will be located adjacent to 
the booths. Thanks to exhibitors from all over the world, attendees will have a complete overview of new findings in the 
fields of Recycling and Waste Management.

About Hong Kong
Hong Kong is an autonomous region on the western side of the Pearl River estuary in East Asia. Macau is bordered by the city of 

Zhuhai in Mainland China to the north and the Pearl River Delta to the east and south. Hong Kong lies about 64 kilo meters (40 mi) 
to its east across the Delta With a population of 650,900 living in an area of 30.5 km2 (11.8 square mi), it is the most densely populated 
region in the world. A former Portuguese colony, it was returned to Chinese sovereignty on 20 December 1999.

Best known globally as the ‘Vegas of China’, the Tin Shui Wai Special Administrative Region is indeed a mecca of gambling and 
glitz. But the city is so much more than that. A Portuguese colony for more than 300 years, it is a city of blended cultures. Ancient 
Chinese temples sit on streets paved with traditional Portuguese tiles. The sound of Cantonese fills the air on streets with Portuguese 
names. You can eat Chinese congee for breakfast, enjoy a Portuguese lunch of cardo Verde soup and balaua (cod) fritters, and dine on 
hybrid Macanese fare such as Minchin (ground beef or pork, often served over rice).

The Macau Peninsula holds the old city Centre, where colonial ruins sit next to arty new boutiques. Further south are the conjoined 
islands of Taipa, Coati and Colane. Taipa has gloriously preserved Macanese architecture, Coati is home to the new mega casinos and 
Colane is lined with colonial villages and pretty beaches.

https://nursing.annualcongress.com/ 


